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Abstract
A model was developed for determining the space and time behavior of the magnetic field external to a system of conductors.
A moving conductor is in relative close proximity to a stationary conductor that provides the source current. An additional conductor attenuates the environmental field. The space and time periodicity of the field are related-to the parameters of the system. A numerical example predicts the magnitude of the magnetic field as a function of distance from the stationary conductor.
Initial Over the years, there has been continued interest in developing pulsed-power energy sources and accelerators based on the processes of transient magnetic field exclusion and diffusion. An essential feature common to these devices involves a stationary source current and induced currents (i.e., eddy currents) in a moving finite conductivity conductor. The source and eddy currents produce magnetic fields that have a characteristic magnitude and frequency external to their geometry. Applications utilizing this process can be found in the electromagnetic braking of large electromechanical systems [I, 21 and in generating high electrical power pulses [3-51.
As these electrical devices mature into components for military systems, the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issues that arise from the environmental electric and magnetic fields they generate must be considered. Environmental fields are those fields created in spatial locations that are not especially close to the source and are concurrently located in close proximity to a receptor of those fields; electronic equipment and humans are two examples. For example, environmental electromagnetic fields generated by capacitor-driven pulsedpower sources could impose EMC considerations for electromagnetic railg-uns [6, 7] . Superconducting electrical generators utilizing liquid metal slip rings are another example where EMC considerations influence the magnetic operating environment [S] . Fortunately, standard shielding techniques, using conducting materials, are adequate for managing magnetic fields less than 2 T [9] . For large confined fields, active shielding techniques can be more efficiently implemented [S, 91. This report discusses the results of a system of three conductors: (1) a source, (2) a moving conductor located in close proximity, and (3) an environmental shield located some distance removed from the source. The magnetic induction field is of primary interest. In section 2, the results from a system of two conductors are reassessed [lo] and extended to include a third conductor, an environmental shield. Realistic values are calculated for the field incident on a perfectly conducting shield. Insection 3, the incident field is used to illustrate the design of an environmental shield with previously experimentally derived material properties [9] . Finally, in section 4, the summary and conclusions are presented.
Theoretical Considerations
The purpose of this section is to characterize the salient features of the environmental magnetic field generated by a moving conductor system that is produced by a spatially periodic, time varying source current characteristic of a low impedance source. Figure 1 shows a close up of the relationship between the spatially periodic source currents and a moving conductor.
Previous work shows that image theory was applicable to this type of problem with further simplification resulting from assuming infinite conductivity for the moving conductor [lo] . This work also shows that for velocities greater than 100 m/s and good conductivity for the moving conductor, the field contribution due to motion can be neglected. Figure 2 shows the geometry used for deter mining the ambient magnetic field in the presence of an environmental shield. It is assumed that both the moving conductor and the environmental shield have infinite conductivities and that they can be represented as an array of images. The system is assumed to be periodic and infinite in the + x directions., Image theory permits the field in the space between the planes y = 0 and y = -D to be computed by summing the fields due to the actual physical source and its images [lo] . When only the real source and its image are considered, the magnetic field at ?O is given by (6) where i?R and jr are the contributions from the real and image sources, respectively, and BR is given by
Model Formalism
The integration over x extends from -03 to + 03, the integration over z extends from -h to +h, and
The foregoing expression simplifies when the observation point is located at the intersection of the midplanes x0 = 0 and zO = 0. With respect to z in equation 7, the integration then yields for the contribution due to the source current BR = -Z(y, + w)+p, -03 (x2 + (y, + w)2)(h2 +x2 + (y, + w)')" x * (') 2h d and selecting a specific value for h. For convenience, a value of h = L is used.
Inserting equation 1 into equation 9 and dropping the vector notation gives
?I=1
where (13) valid for 77 > 0.025.
But there is also w7) = -wi% (14) which is relevant since y, is negative.
The development of the magnetic field due to the image current in the moving conductor is similar [lo] ; (15) The net magnetic field for the two conductor system is given as
The total magnetic field, Bt,t, for the three conductor system in terms of the source contribution, is computed from the formalism of equations 12-14. Image currents in the shield now contribute to the total field and can be expressed as an infinite series. The argument 77 of B, is replaced by (7 + y)and (?pq++) f or all integer values of m, to reflect the contribution due to the image currents. Thus,
The negative sign in front of the second term on the right reflects the fact that these image currents are the negative of the real current.
Numerical Results
The purpose of this section is to obtain numerical estimates of the magnetic flux density as a function of vertical distance from the source conductor system for a particular set of parameters.
For an environmental shield located some distance from the source, the eddy currents induced in the shield have very little influence on the flux density generated by the current source. However, as the shield is positioned relatively close to the source current, the flux density at the source is decreased because of the eddy currents that produce a magnetic field in the vicinity of the source in opposition to the field generated by the source. Generally, a large flux density in the air gap is desired to maintain good coupling between the source and moving conductor.
If the application is electromagnetic braking, then the distance required to reduce the conductor velocity to zero will be increased because of the srnaher fhrx density.
If the application is a power source, then the generated voltage will be less, again due to the reduced flm density.
As an example, consider 21 = 33 mm, k = 10 mm, and L = h = 50 mm to describe the conductor geometry.
In Figure 3 , the source current (normalized to the current required to maintain the same air gap density without an environmental shield) is plotted as a function of the location of the environmental shield. The distance is normalized to the characteristic length. The plot includes three different values for the air gap (w). For a small air gap, as is required for efficient electromagnetic coupling, the shield's location has a negligible effect on increasing the source current. For larger air gaps, generally used because of structural requirements on the conductors, the increase in source current is somewhat larger.
For example, a IO-mm air gap and an environmental shield located 20 mm from the source yields an 8% increase in the source current or, alternatively, a 16% increase in ohmic losses, an appreciable effect on the conductor system, configured as either a load or generator. For evaluation of a realistic shield, values to describe the conductor geometry are listed in Table 1 . The shield is placed far enough away from the source that it does not affect the flux density produced in the air gap; yet, it is close enough to the source to demand reasonable attenuation from an environmental shield. The shield located at D=200 mm (D/L=0.29) meets this requirement.
Using the numbers provided in Table 1 and noting from equation 3 that an= 0 for n = even numbers, UI = 1.15 and a3 = -0.094. Subsequent values of un are negligible.
Moreover, when ar and UJ are combined with the evaluation of equation 13, the third harmonic is less than 10% of the first harmonic. Hence, with very good approximation, reasonably accurate results are developed for n=l. Similarly, m in equation 17 is taken from -2 to +2. The magnetic field is computed in Figure 4 as a function of distance from the source. At the source, the induction field is roughly 5 T. The figure also shows the magnetic field for the case where no environmental shield is included. In both cases, the magnetic field decays as a function of increasing distance from the source. The linear rate of decay is roughly 1 T/m. However, the field is slightly larger in the region of space between the source and shield for the case with an environmental shield. The field incident on the shield is 0.092 T, which is not an exorbitant quantity, but it is sufficient to cause some EMC issues [9] . By definition, the field on the opposite side of the perfectly conducting shield is zero. 
Environmental Shield Design
In the previous section, the environmental field in the region of space beyond the perfectly conducting shield was zero. In this section, the details of a finite conductivity shield are discussed. Experimentally obtained data characterizing the shield materials are used to quantify the design [9] .
For a realistic environmental shield, the field beyond the shield will not be zero, but rather a small value.
Small is a subjective term, but in this case it is considered several orders of magnitude below the flux density generated in the air gap. Numerous nomenclature are used to describe the attenuation of magnetic fields. In this study, experimental results are adapted from the literature that describe the attenuation as the ratio of the peak incident field (Be) to the peak attenuated field (Si), and magnetic shielding effectiveness (MSE) is described as a function of different materials and thicknesses [9] . Typically, the MSE is complex; however, only the magnitudes are considered. For magnetic materials, MSE is a function of the induction field since the permeability depends on the induction field. Figure 5 are the exposure and attenuated fields for an &layer shield (2-mm total thickness) constructed from TI-Shield. The exposure field has a peak of 0.11 T at a time of 0.46 ms, which corresponds to a frequency of 543 Hz. While the magnitude of the attenuated field is reduced to 0.06 T, the rise to peak increases to 0.82 ms. The rate of decay is slightly smaller for the attenuated field than it is for the exposure field. The MSE discussed thus far depends somewhat on the waveform of the incident field.
Shown in
A multilayer shield model can be used to describe the experimental arrangement and is illustrated in Figure 6 . Using a fit to the MSE of the form
where B, is the incident field (i.e., Be=B, for a single-layer shield). Experimental data [9] is used to ascertain the material constants (Z and c) and are listed in Table 2 . For the magnetic materials, the MSE is nearly 1 at a peak induction field of roughly 0.14 T ( i.e., saturation).
For the copper material, the MSE is nearly constant for all field levels, and any deviation is attributable to the accuracy of the measurements and subsequent fit to the data. The geometry of the experiment and shield configuration can also affect the MSE. The constants listed in Table 2 were obtained for a cylindrical shield where a railgun was used to provide a source of pulsed magnetic field [9] . The cylinders were open at both ends and were relatively short, having a ratio of length-to-diameter of about 1.2. Additional data taken with one end of the cylinder closed increased the MSE by roughly 25%. The corrected MSE data correlate very well to a calculation for the skin depth for an incident field at the surface of a flat-plate conductor.
However, no attempt was made to adjust the constants listed in Table 2 to correspond to the environmental shield illustrated in Figure 2 .
The multilayer model illustrated in Figure 6 , along with the material constants listed in Table 2 , was used to successfully predict the attenuated field [9] . Some disparity between theory and experiment was obtained for the number of layers greater than five. This was attributed to the outermost layers in close proximity to the rail conductors, which carried a small amount of current and thereby canceled a portion of the shielded flux.
This effect was not accounted for in equation 19.
With a computation for the incident field and experimentally validated attenuation coefficients, the thickness of an environmental shield can be calculated.
The attenuated magnetic field just beyond the environmental shield is shown in Figure 7 as a function of total shield thickness.
The constants listed in Table 2 were used with the multilayer shield model. The incident field (Be = 0.092 7) is taken from Figure 4 at the location of the environmental shield (D = 200 mm). For this level of incident field, there is very little difference in attenuation between the copper and magnetic materials for a total shield thickness of 5 mm.
As Table 1 correspond to a conductor moving at a velocity of 380 m/s, well within the limits of the assumption for perfect conductors. Although not indicated in the plot, the attenuated field will also decay as the distance from the shield is increased (barring the inclusion of any other source of electromagnetic radiation). Finally, the data presented in Figure 5 also suggest that the frequency of the attenuated field will be somewhat lowered, thereby complicating any additional EMC requirements.
Summary and Conclusions
A model has been developed for deter mining the space and time behavior of the magnetic field external to a system of conductors. The model includes a moving conductor in relative close proximity to a stationary (source) conductor and an environmental shield. The analysis indicates that the magnetic field has a space and time periodicity that can be related to the parameters of the conductors. Furthermore, a numerical example is presented that predicts the magnitude of the magnetic induction field as a function of distance from the stationary conductor.
In this analysis, the induced currents in the environmental shield, placed in relative close proximity to the source, can reduce the flux density at the source. The corresponding increase in the source current can be appreciable (i.e., > 25%) for all but the most efficiently coupled conductors (i.e., small air gap). The environmental magnetic field decays to a manageable level at distances that produce a negligible effect on the source.
A composite shield design efficiently attenuated the field produced by the conductor system to acceptable levels. The multilayer, 0.25-mm-thick TI-Shield provided 60 dB of attenuation for roughly 15 mm of total thickness. The TIShield can be better utilized when field levels have been reduced to less than 0.06 T. Specific exposure limits related to EMC were not available; however, the attenuated field is within the exposure guidance prescribed by ACGIH. While no attempt was made to include materials typically found on vehicles, there is no reason to suspect that existing metallic structures (i.e., steel) cannot be used to provide initial attenuation to 0.06 T. 
